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Déplacement
Sujet : DeveloperDays/ParisJune2007

Référence :
Description : Once upon a time, Netscape/AOL used to host informal gatherings of Mozilla developers for day-long
miniconferences. People would talk about what they were working on, get help with problems, put faces to IRC
nicks, and debate the various potential futures of the project.
 These Developer Days are...
    * for active Mozilla developers;
    * loosely structured and very much attendee-guided in terms of format and topic;
    * limited in size, which means that, quite possibly, not everyone who wants to come will be able to fit (see above,
though, about these not being the last);
    * entirely appropriate for grabbing a few people and holing up in a room to hack out a fix or extension;
    * entirely appropriate for presenting works in progress, especially as they may affect other developers;
    * going to be recorded/broadcast/minuted as best we're able;
    * going to be a lot of fun, if we have any say in the matter. 
These Developer Days are not...
    * aimed at people who want to learn about Mozilla development (those sorts of folks are welcome in the project
and community, and helping them get up to speed is certainly worth some investment, but that's not what this set of
events is about);
    * a place to advertise your company's product or project, though if you are an active Mozilla developer you can
certainly come and join discussion of things that are relevant to your product or project;
    * fully-funded endeavours, so we won't be able to pay for travel for everyone who might like to attend (even
subject to the limited spaces mention above); we may be able to help with travel expenses for an extremely limited
number of people, if there are key developers who have no other way of arranging such things;
    * set in stone, though we would prefer to make changes based on experience with these first two rather than debate
potentialities before-hand; please try to keep your suggestions concrete, focused, and respectful of the fact that many
different people will have different goals in their attendance, and may not consider your Obviously Most Important
thing to be as important to them! 

Lieu : Confair - 54, Rue Laffitte, 75009 Paris, France - 01 55 31 95 30
Début le  : 23.06.2007 Fin le : 23.06.2007
Statut : A venir Confidentialité : Public Priorité : Haute
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Emplacement/nom Titre Descriptif sommaire Origine
http://wiki.mozilla.org/DeveloperDays
http://wiki.mozilla.org/DeveloperDays/ParisJune2007
http://www.google.com/maps?num=30&hl=en&safe=off&client=firefox-a&q=confair&near=Paris,+France&radius=0.0&cd=1&cid=48856558,2350966,15389872835243191099&li=lmd&ie=UTF8&z=14&iwloc=A&om=1 Emplacement Confair
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